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Common Communications Surveillance Challenges

Monitoring Coverage
• How do you monitor non-English 

content?

• How are new communications 
channels identified, controlled and 
monitored?

• How do you monitor use of non-
monitored and non-approved 
channels

• Should you be monitoring social 
media?

• How do you monitor encrypted 
communications?

• How do you quantify the risk of 
unmonitored channels?

Lexicon Effectiveness
• How can false positives be reduced 

while maintaining regulatory 
coverage requirements?

• What input should the business have 
in defining lexicons?

• How can true positives be increased?

• Effective MI use

• Word trending

• Topic modelling

• Machine learning

• How do you maintain a consistent 
lexicon set while addressing regional 
differences?

Technology and Data
• Transcription quality of audio

• Missing metadata

• Data privacy challenges

People
• Central, federated or independent regional 

teams?

• How do you establish and maintain an 
effective offshore team?
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Communications Surveillance Industry Trends

Organizational Structure 
and Responsibilities
• Increase in staff size for 

conducting 
Communications 
Surveillance both on-shore 
and off-shore

• Closer integration between 
Surveillance and 
Technology functions

Trends in the world 
of Communications 

Surveillance 

Surveillance Technologies
• Increased focus on Audio 

Monitoring programs to 
develop maturity levels to 
align to eComms programs 

• Internal technology 
developed capabilities to 
compliment vendor delivered 
solutions

Advanced Capabilities
Increased language coverage across 
communication channels
• Use of metadata and relationship 

networks to enhance the surveillance 
process

• Machine Learning such as NLP, alert 
categorization and risk scoring

• Integration of Communication and 
Trade Surveillance alerts

Surveillance Process
• Focus on the refinement of the 

surveillance lexicons being deployed 
across communication channels

• Consolidation of communication channels 
in to a single surveillance process 

• Use of multiple monitoring approaches to 
improves the overall effectiveness of the 
communications surveillance
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The future of Communications Surveillance

Adopt a “behavioural 
and risk led approach”

Use of internal and
external data feeds to
generate behavioural
patterns and predictive
alerting

Change to an “insight led
operating model”

Deliver fully integrated
surveillance across
communication, market
surveillance and financial
crime monitoring

Create a “global view”

Globally integrated 
surveillance platforms 
allowing cross jurisdictional 
and asset based analysis

Implement a “Cloud first
modular solution”

Future proof the surveillance 
solution against technology 
developments and changing 
regulations by using a Cloud 
based modular approach.
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